Cookie policy
- for www.graastenraadhus.dk
Information about cookies
A cookie is a small text file that websites store on your computer to recognise your computer and/or remember a choice/option
the next time you visit the website. A cookie is a passive file and can in no way spread computer viruses. A cookie cannot install
programs or spy on you in any other way. Other websites cannot read cookies installed by this website.
How long are cookies stored?
A cookie always deletes itself after a varying number of months, but it is automatically renewed every time you visit the website.
Can I delete cookies?
Please refer to the guide here.
What do we use cookies for?
Traffic monitoring/statistics
We use Google Analytics for traffic monitoring so we can see how many people visit our website.
It also allows us to monitor usage patterns and enables us to improve the users’ experience of our website.
Read more here.
You can opt out of cookies from Google Analytics by installing an extension to your browser. For further information, please see
here.
Social media
We use Facebook Connect to provide easy access to sharing certain pages via Facebook.
How to disable cookies
You can always disable cookies in the browser. All browsers on the market can manage the acceptance of cookies.
However, this is not something we normally recommend, as it often means reduced or loss of functionality on many websites.
On this page there are guides for managing cookie settings in the most popular browsers.
Use of personal data
Personal data is never provided to third parties unless you have expressly authorised this yourself.
In addition, we never collect personal data without you having provided us with the data when you register, make a purchase or
by any other means.
Protection of personal data
Under the terms of the Danish Data Protection Act, your personal data will be kept securely and processed confidentially. Here,
your personal data is stored in a secure and professional server centre and machines with limited access. The security measures
are continually checked to ensure that the entire set-up is sound while taking your rights as a user into account. However, 100%
security cannot be guaranteed for data transfers. This means that there may be a slight risk that others will have access to data
when data is transmitted and stored electronically. You therefore provide your personal data at your own risk.
For further information on this privacy policy, please contact:
DET GAMLE RÅDHUS ApS
Torvet 8
6300 Gråsten
Tel.: +45 7465 1200
E-mail: info@graastenraadhus.dk
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